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A Scramble in Greater Edo
"Yumesuke's Dream-Senryo Souvenir"
Based on the novel "Yumesuke's Dream-Senryo Souvenir" by Kiichiro
Yamate 
Script and direction by Masaya Ishida

Show Splendid
"Sensational!"
Written and directed by Kazunori Nakamura

On sale from: February 26, 2022, at 10:00 AM(JST) -

Price
SS Seat : 12,500 / S Seat : 8,800 / A Seat : 5,500 / B Seat : 3,500 
Unit: Japanese Yen (tax included)



Story

--- "Yumesuke's Dream-Senryo Souvenir"

The cherry blossoms along the Tokaido road are in full bloom, where a young man in travel attire is leisurely making his
way to Edo. His name is Yumesuke, and there is a reason why he is heading to Edo; his father, who is a village headman in
Soshu Odawara, told Yumesuke to set out on a trip with a thousand gold coins to experience and learn pleasures that
would help him grow as a "man of the world". In a post-station town which is not far from Edo, Yumesuke is approached
by a woman in travel attire. Saying that she is afraid of being followed by a bad man, the woman asks Yumesuke to let her
stay with him for the night. Thinking that it is one of pleasures he should experience, Yumesuke agrees to share a room
with her at the inn. The woman, in fact, is an infamous pickpocket called Oranda Ogin; she targets the rustic Yumesuke
who seems to have plenty of money. The following day, Yumesuke finds out that his money has been stolen. But instead of
getting angry at her, he gives her one hundred gold coins, saying that it is even a small price to pay for the interesting
theatrical show. Touched by his simple and bottomless kindness, Ogin instantly falls for Yumesuke. After arriving in Edo,
Yumesuke starts a peculiar cohabitation with Ogin, who unilaterally barges into his accommodation and acts like his wife to
take care of him. 

One day, Yumesuke visits Iseya, a courier service in Edo, where his money to spend on pleasure has been kept in. The
Iseyaʼs young master Sotaro, who is a well-known playboy, takes Yumesuke to Gomeiro Teahouse in Fukagawa district in
order to teach him how a "man of the world" plays at a teahouse where guests are entertained by geisha. There, however,
Yumesuke becomes involved in trouble…  

Yumesuke, who is an exceptional good-natured man in Japan, solves one trouble after another brought about by Edo
locals with colorful personalities, by using his money and kindness. What will the people of Edo earn from their encounters
with Yumesuke who is the embodiment of virtue, and what will be the outcome of his pleasure trip?

--- "Sensational!"

"Sensational!" A revue in which the members of Snow Troupe will burn the audience's hearts with passion in one moment,
then send shivers down their spines with their cool attitude in the next. 
With top star Sakina Ayakaze taking the center of the stage, Snow Troupe is even more vigorous than before, aiming to
reach yet unknown heights. You will be hit by a Sensational! breeze in this revue that takes "life" "love" and "hope" as its
main themes.



Yumesuke: Sakina Ayakaze

Ogin: Kiwa Asazuki

Sotaro: Jun Asami

Kahei (Yumesukeʼs manservant): Rei Natori

Iseya Sobei (Owner of the Iseya, Sotaroʼs father): Haruto Sono

Iseya Tose (Sotaroʼs mother): Karen Chikaze

Omaeda Gengo (Impoverished ronin): Kazuki Toma

Hitotsume-no-Gozen (Fake hatamoto): Haruto Mana

Onikuma (Hitotsumeʼs henchman): Asu Kujo

Umeji (Geisha of the Gomeiro): Konomi Anno

Harukoma-dayu (Woman magician): Sumire Ai

Ichimura Chubei (Old officer of the Hatchobori South Magistrateʼs
office):

Kaoru Oji

Torakichi (Hitotsumeʼs henchman): Tsubasa Amatsuki

Waitress (Employee of the highway teahouse): Yuri Shiramine

Santa (Companion of Ogin, Young pickpocket, Informant): Sora Kazuki

Hamaji (Geisha of the Gomeiro): Yukino Himehana

Otake (Mistress of the Gomeiro): Anna Sara

Broker (Dealer in real estate): Yuri Kano

Akushichi (Boatman, Hitotsume-no-Gozenʼs henchman): Oka Aya

Saito Shintaro (Swordsman in training): Saki Suwa

Omatsu (A maid for the Iseya family): Himari Nonoka

Otaki (Teacher of shamisen and song, Akushichiʼs wife): Umi Kirara

Singing geisha (Geisha of the Gomeiro): Yuka Haori

Saruzo (Hitotsumeʼs henchman): Rui Manomiya

Inosaki (Hitotsumeʼs henchman): Rian Seika

Kinnoji (Kin-san the Playboy, accompanying the Saito brothers in
their swordsmanship training):

Sen Agata

Main cast

--- "Yumesuke's Dream-Senryo Souvenir"



Saito Shinjiro (Shintaroʼs younger brother): Ao Ichika

Oito (Soba noodle makerʼs daughter, Harukomaʼs assistant): Aya Yumeshiro


